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After the Higgs discovery completed the Standard Model, the search for BSM physics 
has become an even higher priority.

ATLAS is producing tons of results.. so far we have not found any significant excess 
(sorry no 750 GeV…) 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Where is the New Physics?

• hide in unexpected places, complex final states, low-rate / low-acceptance 
scenarios (e.g. compressed models, models spreading across many topologies)

• not be reachable at all at the LHC

Problem: 

there are many more candidate models than we have graduate students to design 
dedicated analyses for each new model — let’s make the most of the analyses that we 
have. Many of them are sensitive to a whole range of models.

how do we exploit the LHC data such 
to maximize our understanding of still 

viable models?

the need for reinterpretation



observed data and 
estimated backgrounds

Signal Region Signal Region

interpreted w.r.t model A

CLs < 0.05! 

The analyses we prepare at the LHC are high-effort, expensive projects: non-trivial amount of person-
power, time, and computing resources devoted to achieving a publication-quality result. 

Most of the work goes into: taking data, designing, validating the analysis strategy, understanding 
Standard Model backgrounds. Effectively: a measurement of observed and backgrounds in interesting 
phase space regions.

Model interpretation come at the end, and are technically the easiest part: analysis pipeline is fixed after 
unblinding, MC dataset sizes small. Analysis teams routinely check hundreds of parameter points (of their 
favorite model).

But: most analyses only interpreted once within limited set of models.
• analysis team pushing for conference deadline
• interesting models proposed by hep-ph after they’ve seen the paper / note.
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MSSM has 120 parameters — need to cut down drastically to evaluate models. 
 
Early in the LHC era: UV-inspired models with very harsh symmetry constraints on 
MSSM parameters: 
⊕ low dimensionality, easy interpretability as a full theory

⊖ rigid relationships of parameters not necessarily realistic

⊖ hard to reinterpret (what does an excluded cMSSM point tell  
us about other models?)

enabling reinterpretation

typical mSUGRA result



The move to simplified models:   standard SUSY 
(and increasingly non-prompt + non-SUSY)  searches 
moved to setting limits on simplified models acting  
as surrogate for model class
⊕ focus on decay chains to which LHC is sensitive, easier to  

reinterpret.

⊖ not a full SUSY model. Reinterpretation is mandatory.

reinterpretation: calculate your models cross-section into  
simplified topology, compare to cross section limit. unlocked  
access to reinterpretation of many more models with a single  
analysis
Caveats:
• only works for models with same topology (only 

change the rates via xsec, signal shape stays static)
• complex models may have very low BR into any one  

simplified topology. 
 
 

enabling reinterpretation
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there are still unexcluded 
natural SUSY models!



There is a clear need for reinterpretation/recast of analyses to models beyond those 
matching to simplified models.

Three ingredients:

1. Ability to generate new signal model
2. Access to implementation of event selection (incl. detsim, reco)1

3. Access to data and background distributions (incl. systematic variations)

the reinterpretation eco-system

p’₂

p’₁p₁

p₂

original analysis (w.r.t model A)

Signal 
Region

original analysis (recast to model B)

Signal 
Region

recast

CLs = 0.03! 

1 unless analysis unfolded — but then other issues
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There is a clear need for reinterpretation/recast of analyses to models beyond those 
matching to simplified models.

Three ingredients:

1. Ability to generate new signal model
2. Access to implementation of event selection (incl. detsim, reco)1

3. Access to data and background distributions (incl. systematic variations)
`
To get around 2. and 3. theorists have developed a whole suite of tools.

• approximate detector simulation + reco (Delphes)
• approximate reimplementations of event selection using non-expt software stack (CheckMate, Rivet, 

…). 
• approximate likelihoods from available background + data distributions, but mostly ignores 

systematics (e.g. HepData)
• try to get good results by getting experiments to release more data (efficiency maps, resolution 

parameters, acceptance tables, cutflows, etc…)

works very well for rough survey 
but always only approximation
not on same footing as original result

the reinterpretation eco-system

1 unless analysis unfolded — but then other issues

ecosystem developed because of a 
lack of easy way to let experiments 

do it for theorists.



Historically it was very hard experiments to run a reinterpretation — even though 
theoretically it would have been possible. We do them, but rarely.
Three ingredients:

1. Ability to generate new signal model
2. Access to implementation of event selection (incl. detsim, reco)1

3. Access to data and background distributions (incl. systematic variations)

the reinterpretation eco-system

can only really 
be done by 
experiments

yes, but 
it’s hard

19-D(!) pMSSM reinterpretation

5-D scan of EWKH sector with help from STA

3-D recast for General Gauge Mediated SUSY Models

arXiv:1508.06608

arXiv:1608.00872

ATLAS-CONF-2016-033
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How hard can it be? Challenges for analysis preservation

• real ATLAS analyses are complex. Not a single file in a common framework (like 
e.g. Rivet, CheckMate, LHADA). There’s a reason have our own computing 
model.
• code is very diverse. many frameworks, scripts, etc.. 

• distributed teams, code, data: one person rarely is able to run the entire 
analysis pipeline — some develop event selection, some background estimates, 
some statistical analysis

To preserve analyses, we needed to respect the tools, workflows people use. instead 
of forcing a re-implementation, develop toolchain to capture what they are already 
doing.

Analysis Preservation in ATLAS

1. capture software (including all dependencies) needed to run individual 
parts of an analysis (e.g. event selection) in a future-proof way.

2. capture logic how the many pieces of the analysis fit into an analysis 
workflow that can be re-executed on a new signal



comprehensive software capture was intractable until recently (VMs??). Now 
progress in IT industry has made it feasible — Linux Containers. Technology with 
wide industry support — will be here for foreseeable future.

revolutionized software distribution & archival  — “app store for generic software”. 
Many additional tools that help deploy / run Linux Containers in “the cloud” (Google, 
Amazon, Microsoft, etc…).

Containers are now becoming a major topic in LHC collaborations. Simplifies a lot of 
our computing in many ways.

Analysis Preservation in ATLAS

H
o
s
t

HEP software  
ASG releases, 

LCG releases etc

User 
Code

Base OS 
system 

libs

technology stack enabling realistic analysis 
preservation has become available recently



CERN is committed to analysis preservation. CERN Analysis Preservation (CAP) portal 
being built by CERN IT and Information Services devisions. 

ATLAS-developed workflow language, natively integrated. Built to allow anyone in the 
collaboration to re-run a specific analysis using information stored inside of CAP.

eventsel.yml

fit.yml

docker img

docker img

workflow.yml

sunje@cern.ch

Workflow Measurements

Analysis 1COLLABORATION

Analyses Analysis 1Collaboration

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer nec odio. Praesent libero. Sed cursus ante dapibus diam. Sed nisi. Nulla quis sem at nibh 
elementum imperdiet. Duis sagittis ipsum. Praesent mauris. Fusce nec tellus sed augue semper porta. Mauris massa. Vestibulum lacinia arcu eget nulla. Class 
aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos himenaeos. Curabitur sodales ligula in libero. Sed dignissim lacinia nunc. 

1 Publication 23 Files 2 Contributors

John Doe CMS

Mary Smith CMS
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aptent taciti sociosq.

Overview Publications Files Workflow Measurements Contributers ReCASTs
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Figure 1 Plot 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Integer nec odio. Praesent libero.

Eur.Phys.J. C76 (2016) 451, 2016
DOI 10.1140/epjc/s10052-016-4286-3

Create new analysis

Team | Contact | Contribute | Source Code

Copyright 2016 CERN, Created & Hosted by CERN, Powered by Invenio Software

import analysis 
workflow
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data, bkgds

datasoftwareworkflow

Analysis Preservation in ATLAS



major pillar in CAP: cloud-based infrastructure/service REANA to re-use/re-execute 
anlyses stored in CAP at scale.
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Analysis Preservation in ATLAS

extract analysis information  
(code, data) and re-execute  

on new input on a cluster

correction: 
many more  

people involved!



It’s the difference between if you had airplanes 
where you threw away an airplane after every flight, 
versus you could reuse them multiple times.

— Elon Musk

Analysis Preservation is within reach.

 
Towards a streamlined RECAST service



High Energy Physics has always been leading when it comes to internet-enabled 
collaboration and services: arXiv, SPIRES, INSPIRE, HepData, 

With archived analysis workflows it becomes feasible to streamline the reinterpretation 
efforts.

Reinterpretations as a community-wide service.

• Enables interaction with LHC data for people outside of collaboration without 
experiments releasing the data.

• Produces authoritative results backed by the collaboration.

 

20 Cranmer, Yavin [arXiv:1010.2506])

RECAST

2010! it’s been a long time…



• Produce reinterpretations of same fidelity as original result (not just approximations)
• Allow hep-ph community to suggest reinterpretations through a standard (web) interface. They 

provide most interesting points / scans to do. Auxiliary information such as run cards, SLHA 
spectra, UFO models

• LHC collaborations review suggestions and choose which to fulfill (based on scale of request, 
availability of a preserved analysis, physics case)

• Use archived analysis to (semi-) automatically run reinterpretation. Review results, approve 
(possibly on accelerated track, since analysis already approved).

• Publish and/or append original analysis HEPDATA record.
• Allows us to decouple original publication from reinterpretations. Publish early using benchmark 

signals, continuously re-interpret as samples become available

Frontend

Control Center

Backend 
NodeBackend 

NodeBackend 
NodeBackend 

Node

Backend 
NodeBackend 

NodeBackend 
NodeBackend 

Node

Backend 
NodeBackend 

NodeBackend 
NodeBackend 
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It’s the difference between if you had airplanes 
where you threw away an airplane after every flight, 
versus you could reuse them multiple times.

— Elon Musk

public-facing RECAST service to let theorists suggest new models, upload necessary data (parameter/SLHA 
files, UFO models, etc..)



23

collaboration internal dashboard

• to view requests
• execute analysis workflows
• inspect results
• upload response



we’re still learning — but results look very promising. cloud infrastructure has been used 
for a number of reinterpretations (pMSSM, DM recast)

now trying to mainstream use of analysis preservation within the collaboration. Prepare 
for full-dataset analyses, summary papers that based on reinterpretation (a la pMSSM 
scan)

24
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It’s the difference between if you had airplanes 
where you threw away an airplane after every flight, 
versus you could reuse them multiple times.

— Elon Musk

Recent progress in IT technology makes full-fidelity analysis preservation finally feasible.

Reinterpretation is killer app of Analysis Preservation — new science through reusable 
analyses (reproducibility of original results comes for free)

ATLAS, CERN building infrastructure to leverage technology and enable cloud-based 
reinterpretation: CAP, REANA

If internal use proves successful, good chance to offer RECAST as a reinterpretation service.



— Elon Musk

ATLAS analysis
ATLAS analyses

It’s the difference between if you had airplanes 
where you threw away an airplane after every flight, 
versus you could reuse them multiple times.

checking 
one model



Tips / Remarks

• When code is in source control (git/svn), with clear installation 
instructions, usually capture is not painful

• Many analyses are moving code to GitLab. GitLab has continuous 
integration built-in. If this is used but he analysis team, eases 
process considerably

• Usually fitting code needs most adjustments.
• Models/Grids are hardcoded (e.g. assumptions on names like 

“myModel_m123_m938”).
• needs to be able to run an single arbitrary model.

• Typical amount of work per analysis: ~ 1 week of coordinated 
work with analysis experts to capture analysis. Expect to 
become easier as we collect experience.

27



Goals

Feedback to task force by OAB: more examples, please!

My suggestion:
• Attempt to capture a handful of “pilot analyses” in the Exotics working group leading up to summer
• Identify possible existing BSM datasets that are known to have acceptance in captured analyses
• if applicable, generate new signal samples, in light of archived analyses (with input from theorists)
• already plans within LLP sub-group to identify suitable analysis. Mono-H good candidate, other 

suggestions?

Input from Exotics WG important
• Exotics analysis workflows different from typical SUSY analysis
• Exotics analyses often rely on non-traditional reconstruction object. Hard to provide e.g. simple efficiency 

maps, etc. To reinterpret correctly need FullSim signal samples + original analysis workflow. Perfect use-
case for RECAST

Happy to organize 1-/2-day workshop/hackathon to work with multiple analyses in unison. 

28



It’s the difference between if you had airplanes 
where you threw away an airplane after every flight, 
versus you could reuse them multiple times.

— Elon Musk
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result = fanalysis(data|model)

observable distributions,
confidence intervals 

on model parameters
collision data from LHC detector

model hypothesis 
(SM, many SUSY models, 

etc..)

reconstruction, event
selection, stat. evaluation

Analysis as a function mapping data and models to results

31



Given a parametrized preservation of an analysis (even w/ fixed data), we gain 
ability to extract new results using existing resources.

fa(data|model1)

fb(data|model1)

fc(data|model1)

fa(data|model2)

fb(data|model2)

fc(data|model2)

Reinterpretation of Single Analysis under multiple models

Combination
of multiple  
analyses w.r.t.
one model

(increased stat. power)

fanalysis(data| · )

archive analysis in a parametrized form, such that we can quickly run a new model  

32



Case Study: Multi B-jets analysis
Defining the individual Workflow steps

- need script that tell us how to run the code once we are in the right environment. parametrized by a few 
variables (input file names etc)

- can use simple shell script, but also anything else

direct SH Driver reads signal dataset (a SUSY10 derivation) 
 via XrootD writes out HistFitter tree

lumi/xsec/KF/FE weighting of HF tree

Run HF

Extract Results into JSON format33



Case Study: Multi B-jets analysis
Stringing the workflow together

- small file on how the individual pieces fit together.
- Here: dataset, AMI info file etc provided as input parameters, define EOS location of signal and 

background trees, declare that signal histfitter tree comes from previous selection step etc

data and background trees 
archived in access-controlled 

location

take signal HF tree from 
previous step

34



1. Problem: Preserve Individual Processing Steps  
(Example: Run Detector Simulation + Reconstruction on MC events)

Steps (“activities”) process data obtained by a global state, and modify state 
with (eg. writing new files, modify existing files)

It’s useful to have machine readable result data to e.g. identify newly created 
files.

Three ~orthogonal ingredients that can be described individually:

parametrized process:
template job from which we can produce concrete job
template:  “./DelphesHepMC <input file> <output file>”
concrete:  “./DelphesHepMC /input/file/path.hepmc /output/file.root”

environment:
description of computing env in which above job can run. Multiple 
options, promising: Linux Containers (investigating Umbrella, etc)

publisher:
recipe how to extract parsable result data after job completion
e.g. globbing files in a work directory

result data, state0 = gstep(state, parameters)

pars

Job

environ-
ment

process

State

result

publisher
State’

Backend

ac
tiv

ity

How to preserve                          ?     fanalysis( · )



Data Format: JSON 
• as interchange format for parameters and result data
• as declarative description format for process/env/publisher

• incl. JSON schemas for validation

Essentially, a self-consistent “packaged activity” — a “packtivity"

• JSON API
• archivable, declarative description as JSON
• dependencies captured in environment

• e.g. Docker Image

1. Problem: Preserve Individual Processing Steps  
(Example: Run Detector Simulation + Reconstruction on MC events)

pars

Job

environ-
ment

process

State

result

publisher
State’

Backend

ac
tiv

ity

JSON State

State’JSON

packtivity

State

==result data, state0 = gstep(state, parameters)

How to preserve                          ?     fanalysis( · )



python package: “packtivity”

• executes packtivities according to  
JSON spec for given parameters

• cli tool and python bindings
• multi-host / remote execution ready via  

e.g. Docker Swarm

 

1. Problem: Preserve Individual Processing Steps  
(Example: Run Detector Simulation + Reconstruction on MC events)

pars

Job

environ-
ment

process

State

result

publisher
State’

Backend

ac
tiv

ity

State

CLI tool

python bindings

Example:
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2. Problem: Preserve Parametrized Workflow

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

Natural Data Model: directed acyclic graphs (DAGs)
• nodes: individual steps
• edges: dependency relations

Two place where parametrization enter:

1. individual steps parametrized: covered by “packtivities” 
graph topology may depend on the parameters of the analysis and  
only emerge during run-time  

2. Examples:
• variable number of created files during  

execution,
• conditional choices (if/else)/flags 

do enable/disable steps, e.g. 
run systematics / not

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

Par. Set 1 Par. Set 2
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Therefore: Sequentially build up graph, as sufficient information becomes available, 
using a number of stages that add nodes and edges

To capture analysis workflow, capture the stages.

2. Problem: Preserve Parametrized Workflow

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6
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step 2 step 3
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step 4

step 6
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step 2 step 3
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step 4
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step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

step 1

step 2 step 3

step 5

step 4

step 6

Par. Set 1
Par. Set 2

Stage 1: 
unknown number of files. e.g.  
download & unpack archive with a 
priori unknown # of files

Stage 3:
add a node that merges results of 
the map nodes 
node/edge can be added before 
execution of map nodes

Stage 2: 
for each file in the archive, add node  
to process it
(only possible after first node done) 

Example: 
Parametrized 
Map-Reduce
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